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Abstract. Multisignature scheme realizes that plural users generate the
signature on a message, and that the signature is veri�ed. Various stud-
ies on multisignature have been proposed([4, 13, 11, 8, 1]). They are clas-
si�ed into two types: RSA([9])-based multisignature([4, 8]), and discrete
logarithm problem(DLP) based multisignature([13, 11, 1]), all of which
assume that a message is �xed beforehand. In a sense, these protocols do
not have a feature of message exibility. Furthermore all schemes which
satisfy with order veri�ability designate order of signers beforehand [13,
1]. Therefore these protocols have a feature of order veri�ability but not
order exibility.
For a practical purpose of circulating messages soundly through Internet,
a multisignature scheme with message exibility, order exibility and or-
der veri�ability should be required. However, unfortunately, all previous
multisignature do not realize these features. In this paper, we propose a
multisignature scheme with exibility and veri�ability. We also present
two practical schemes based on DLP based message recover signature([7])
and RSA signature([4]), respectively.

1 Introduction

In proportion as the spread of personal computers and network, messages like
documents, data, software, etc., have been circulated through Internet. In such
environment, an entity sends/forwards an original message to others, or sends a
modi�ed message to others. Through the process of circulation, a message has
been improved or added a convenient feature one by one, and �nally has been
completed. However recently it has been a new problem for computer virus to
be mixed into a message through the process of this circulation. Apparently it
is an obstacle to circulate messages soundly through Internet. Another problem
concerns the copyright: it is necessary to distinguish an original author from
authors who modify an original message in a circulating message. This is why a
multisignature scheme suitable for such an environment should be required.

Up to the present, various studies on multisignature have been proposed([4,
13, 11, 8, 1]). They are classi�ed into two types: RSA([9]) based multisignature([4,
8]), and discrete logarithm problem(DLP) based multisignature([13, 11, 1]). All
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schemes assume that a message is �xed beforehand since they suppose the fol-
lowing scenario: a message �xed beforehand is passed and signed one by one
through members in an organization like a company. Therefore these schemes
cannot handle the following situation: an original message is passed and modi-
�ed by unspeci�ed entities. Furthermore we want to guarantee such circulating
message in the next point: who writes an original message, who modi�es the
message, to which the message is modi�ed, and how order the message is mod-
i�ed. In previous multisignature schemes([4, 13, 11, 8, 1]), signing from the �rst
signer is obliged to start only if one of signers wants to modify a message: theses
do not have a feature of message exibility. Furthermore [4, 11, 8] have a feature
of order veri�ability neither. Order veri�ability is �rst realized in [13, 1]. How-
ever they must designate order of signs beforehand. If we want to change order
of signers, add a new signer, or exclude a signer, we are obliged to reset some
data like public keys [1]: these have a feature of order veri�ability but not order
exibility. Therefore previous schemes are not suitable for handling the above
situation that a message circulates through unspeci�ed entities.

In this paper, we propose a basic model of multisignature scheme that has
the following three features:
Message exibility: A message does not need to be �xed beforehand. There-
fore each signer can modify an original message.

Order exibility: Neither order of signers nor signers themselves need to be
designated beforehand. Therefore we can easily change order of signers, add a
new signer and exclude a signer.

Message and order veri�ability: Each entity can verify who is an original
author of a message, who modi�es an original message and furthermore to which
or how order a message is modi�ed.

We also present two practical schemes based on the DLP based message recov-
ery signature([7]) and RSA signature([4]). Furthermore we discuss some typical
attacks against our scheme like a ordinary forgery, swapping order of signers,
excluding a signer. We denote the functions to break DLP, forge our scheme
in ordinary assumption, that in swapping order of signers, and that in exclud-
ing a signer, by DLP, FORGE, SWAP, and Exclude, respectively. Then we prove
the following theorems by using polynomial-time truth-table(�fp

tt ) reducibility
of function:

(1) Forge �fp
tt DLP, (2) SWAP �fp

tt DLP, and (3) Exclude �fp
tt DLP.

Furthermore we investigate a feature of Robustness in a multisignature scheme: a
message cannot be recovered if the signature veri�cation fails. Because unauthen-
tic message might damage a receiver especially in case that a message circulate
through unspeci�ed entities. Therefore the following feature should be required:

Robustness: If the signature veri�cation on a message fails, then prevent such
an unauthentic message from damaging a receiver.

We also propose a multisignature scheme with Robustness,multisigncrypt, which
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combines our multisignature with a function of encryption. Our multisigncrypt
has a feature that a message cannot be recovered if the signature veri�cation
fails.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes a multisignature
scheme([1]) and discusses several drawbacks in case that a message circulate
through unspeci�ed entities. Section 3 investigates a model of multisignature
with exibility and veri�ability. Section 4 presents two practical schemes con-
cretely and discusses the performance. Section 5 discusses the security on our
multisignature scheme. Section 6 presents our multisigncrypt scheme.

2 Previous work

In this section, we summarize a previous multisignature scheme([1]).

2.1 Previous multisignature scheme

We assume that n signers I1; I2; :::; In generate a signature on a �xed message
M according to order �xed beforehand.
Initialization: A trusted center generates a prime p, g 2 Z�

p with prime order
q, and set a hash function h(). A signer Ii generates a random number ai 2
Z
�

q as Ii's secret key. Then Ii's public key is computed sequentially as follows:
y1 = ga1 (mod p), yi = (yi�1 �g)

ai (mod p). Then a public key of ordered group
(Ii; I2; :::; Ii) is set to y = yn.
Signature generation:

(1) Generation of r : Signer I1; :::; In generate r together as follows.

1. I1 selects k1 2 Z
�

q randomly and computes r1 = gk1 (mod p). If gcd(r1; q) 6=
1, then select new k1 again.

2. For i 2 f2; :::; ng; a signer Ii�1 sends ri�1 to Ii. Ii selects ki 2 Z
�

q randomly

and computes ri = raii�1 � g
ki (mod p). If gcd(ri; q) 6= 1, then select new ki

again.

3. r = ri.

(2) Generation of s: Signer I1; :::; In generate s together as follows.

1. I1 computes s1 = a1 + k1r � h(r;M) (mod q).

2. For i 2 f2; :::; ng; Ii�1 sends si�1 to Ii. Ii veri�es that g
si�1 =

? yi�1r
r�h(r;M)
i�1

(mod p), then computes si = (si�1 + 1)ai + kir � h(r;M) (mod q).

3. s = si.

(3) The multisignature on M by order (I1; :::; In) is given by (r; s).

Signature Veri�cation: A multisignature (r; s) on M is veri�ed by checking
gs =

? y � rr�h(r;M) (mod p).
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2.2 Drawbacks

In this section, we discuss the drawbacks of the previous scheme in the following
situation: each entity sends an original message or a modi�ed message to others.
In such a situation, a multisignature scheme should satisfy the following condi-
tions:

Message exibility: A message does not need to be �xed beforehand. There-
fore each signer can modify an original message.

Order exibility: Neither order of signers nor signers themselves need to be
designated beforehand. Therefore we can easily change order of signers, add a
new signer and exclude a signer.

Message and order veri�ability: Each entity can verify who is an original
author of a message, who modi�es an original message and furthermore to which
or how order a message is modi�ed.

The previous multisignature has the following drawbacks considering the above
situation although it realizes order exibility:
1. A message M should be �xed beforehand. This scheme does not allow any
signer to generate a signature on his modi�ed message.
2. A public key for multisignature should be determined by order of signers.
Therefore after setting up a public key for multisignature, a signer can be nei-
ther added nor excluded. Even order of signers cannot be changed.
3.The signature generation phase runs two rounds through all signers.

3 Our basic multisignature scheme

This section proposes a basic model of multisignature schemes with exibility
and veri�ability for both message and order. First we de�ne the following nota-
tions. An original message M1 is given by I1. M1;2;:::i(i > 2) denotes a message
which is added some modi�cation by the i-th signer Ii. The di�erence between
M1;2;:::;i�1 and M1;2;:::;i, which means the modi�cation by Ii, is de�ned as,

mi = Diff(M1;2;:::;i�1;M1;2;:::;i):

We also de�ne a function Patch which recovers a message,

M1;2;:::;i = Patch(m1;m2; :::;mi):

For the sake of convenience, we denoted m1 = Patch(M1). We use a signature
scheme with message recovery feature. The signature generation or message re-
covery function is denoted by Sign(ski;mi) = sgni, or Rec(pki; sgni), respec-
tively, where ski is Ii's secret key and pki is Ii's public key. Let h1 be a hash
function. We also use two operations 
 and � in a group G

(A
B)�B = A (8A;B 2 G):
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For example in case of G = Zp, 
 and � mean modular multiplication and mod-
ular inversion, respectively. Then the signature generation and veri�cation are
done as follows. Figure 1 and 2 show the signature generation and veri�cation,
respectively.

Signature generation:

Sign

h1

,

Sgn
skj

Sgnj-1

m ID

r

j j ,m IDj j

, rsj jj-1

j

rj-1 ,h  (m   || ID  )j j1

Fig. 1. Ij 's signature generation

1. The �rst signer I1 generates a signature on h1(m1jjID1) as follows,

sgn1 = Sign(sk1; h1(m1jjID1)) = (r1; s1);

where a signature sgn1 is divided into two parts, r1 and s1: r1 is the next
input to I2's signature generation, which is recovered by I2's signature veri-
�cation. On the other hand, s1 is the rest of sgn1, which is sent to all signers
as it is. Then send (ID1; s1; r1;m1) as a signature on m1 to the next.

2. A signer Ij receives messages m1;m2; :::;mj�1 from Ij�1. If j > 2, patch a
message M1;2;:::;j�1 as follows,

M1;2;:::;j�1 = Patch(m1;m2; :::;mj�1):

Ij modi�es M1;2;:::;j�1 to M1;2;:::;j�1;j , computes the modi�cation mj ,

mj = Diff(M1;2;:::;j�1;M1;2;:::;j);

and generates a signature on mj by using rj�1 of Ij 's signature,

sgnj = Sign(skj ; rj�1 
 h1(mj jjIDj)) = (rj ; sj);

where sgnj is divided into rj and sj in the same way as the above. Then Ij 's
signature on mj is (rj ; sj).

3. A multisignature of M1;2;:::;i = Patch(m1;m2; ::;mi) by I1, I2, ..., Ii�1 and
Ii is given by (ID1; s1;m1), (ID2; s2;m2), � � � , (IDi; si; ri;mi).

Signature veri�cation:

1. A veri�er receives (ID1; s1;m1); (ID2; s2;m2); � � � ; (IDi; si; ri;mi) from a
signer Ii.
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To I j-1

h1

,m ID

r

j j
,m IDj j

rj-1j
rj-1 ,h  (m   || ID  )j j1

I   signaturej

sj

Rec

pkj

Fig. 2. Ij 's signature veri�cation step

2. For j = i; i� 1; � � � ; 2; compute

Tj = Rec(pkj ; (rj ; sj)) = rj�1 
 h1(mj jjIDj);

rj�1 = Tj � h1(mj jjIDj):

Let j = j � 1 and repeat step 2.
3. Finally compute

T1 = Rec(PKp1; (r1; s1));

and veri�es

T1 =
? h1(m1jjID1)

Our basic model satis�es the three features, message exibility, order exibility,
message veri�ability and order veri�ability. Furthermore, we easily see that any
message recovery signature can be applied to the above basic model. In the next
section, we present two schemes based on DLP and RSA.

4 Two concrete multisignature schemes

In this section, we give two examples based on DLP and RSA.

4.1 DLP based scheme

There are many variants of DLP based schemes in both types of message with
appendix([3, 12, 2]) and message recovery signature([6, 7]). For the sake of conve-
nience, here we uses the message recovery signature scheme with DSA-signature
equation([7]). Apparently any message recovery signature scheme can be applied
to our multisignature scheme.
Initialization: An authenticated center generates a large prime p, g 2 Z�

p with
prime order q. Two Zp-operations 
 and � in section 3 are de�ned as multipli-
cation and inverse in Zp, respectively. Each signer generates a pair of secret key
xi 2 Z

�

q and a public key yi = gxi (mod p), and publish a public key yi with his
identity information IDi.
Signature generation:
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1. The �rst signer I1 generates a signature on an original messagem1. First gen-
erate k1 2 Zq randomly, compute R1 = gk1 (mod p), r1 = (h1(m1jjID1))

�1 �
R1 (mod q), and s1 = (x1r1+1)k�1

1 (mod q), where I1's signature on m1 is
(r1; s1), and send (ID1, s1, r1, m1) to the next signer I2.

2. A signer Ij(j � 2) receivesM1;2;��� ;j�1 = Patch(m1;m2; � � � ;mj�1), modi�es
M1;��� ;j�1 to M1;��� ;j . Then Ij generates a signature on the di�erence mj =
Diff(M1;��� ;j�1;M1;��� ;j): generate kj 2 Zq randomly, and compute Rj = gkj

(mod p), rj = (h1(mj jjIDj)� rj�1)
�1 �Ri (mod q), and sj = (xjrj +1)k�1

j

(mod q), where Ij 's signature on mj is (rj ; sj).
3. A multisignature of M1;2;:::;i = Patch(m1;m2; ::;mi) by I1; � � � ; Ii�1 and Ii

is given by (ID1; s1;m1), � � � , (IDi�1; si�1;mi�1), (IDi; si; ri;mi).

Signature veri�cation

1. A veri�er receives (ID1, s1,m1), � � � , (IDi�1; si�1;mi�1) and (IDi; si; ri;mi)
from the signer Ii.

2. For j = i; i� 1; � � � ; 3; 2; compute R0

j = gs
�1

j y
rj �s

�1

j

j (mod p), Tj = R0

j � r
�1
j

(mod q), and rj�1 = Tj � (h1(mj jjIDj))
�1 (mod q) by using Ij 's public keys

yj . Let j = j � 1 and repeat step 2.

3. Finally compute R0

1 = gs
�1

1 y
r1�s

�1

1

1 (mod p), and T1 = R0

1 � r
�1
1 (mod q), and

verify T1 =
? h1(m1jjID1) (mod q).

Our multisignature based on ElGamal-type signature has a feature that each
signer has only one pair of a public key and a secret key.

4.2 RSA based scheme

Here we present our multisignature scheme based on RSA multisignature([4]).
Initialization: An authenticated center publishes small primes frlg = f2; 3; 5; � � � g.
A signer Ii with identity information IDi generates two large primes pi and qi
secretly, and computes public keys ni;l and ei;l 2 Z

�

ni;l
in such a way that

ni;l = piqirl, Li;l = LCM((pi � 1); (qi � 1); (rl � 1)), ei;ldi;l = 1 (mod Li;l),
by using frlg. Signer Ii publishes all his public keys ni;l, ei;l and rl like Table 1.

In RSA-based multisignature, both operations in Zni;l

 and � are set to

� (EOR), and Ii's signature sgni is just the next input to Ii+1's signature
generation: sgni is not divided into two parts.
Signature generation:

l 1 2 � � � � � �

rl r1 r2 � � � � � �

public keys (ni;1; ei;1) (ni;2; ei;2) � � � � � �

secret keys di;1 di;2 � � � � � �

Table 1. Ii's pairs of secret key and public key
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1. The �rst signer I1 generates a signature on an original message m1: select a
minimum number n1;l1 such that n1;l1 > h1(m1jjID1) and compute sgn1 =
(h1(m1jjID1))

d1;l1 (mod n1;l1). Then send (ID1;m1; l1; sgn1) as a signature
on mi to the next.

2. A signer Ij receives m1;m2; :::;mi�1 from Ij�1. If j > 2, patch the mes-
sage M1;2;:::;j�1 = Patch(m1;m2; :::;mj�1), modify it to M1;2;:::;j. Then Ij
generates a signature on mj = Diff(M1;2;:::;j�1;M1;2;:::;j�1;j): select a min-
imum number nj;lj such that nj;lj > sgnj�1 � h1(mj jjIDj), and compute

T = sgnj�1 � h1(mj jjIDj), and sgnj = T
dj;lj (mod nj;lj ).

3. A multisignature of M1;2;:::;i = Patch(m1;m2; ::;mi) by I1; � � � ; Ii�1 and Ii
is given by (ID1; l1;m1), (ID2; l2;m2), � � � , and (IDi; li;mi; sgni).

Signature veri�cation:

1. The veri�er receives (ID1; l1;m1), (ID2; l2;m2), � � � , (IDi; li;mi; sgni) from
a signer Ii.

2. For j = i; i � 1; :::; 2; compute T 0 = (sgnj)
ej;lj (mod nj;lj ), and sgnj�1 =

h1(mj jjIDj) � T 0 by using Ij 's public key (nj;lj ; ej;lj ). Let j = j � 1 and
repeat step2.

3. Compute T 0 = sgn
e1;l1
1 (mod n1;l1) by using I1's public key (n1;l1 ; e1;l1), and

check T 0

=
? h1(m1jjID1).

Our multisignature based on RSA has the following features: 1. The size of
multisignature keeps low even if the number of signers increases, compared with
DLP based scheme. 2. It is necessary for each signer to have plural pairs of secret
and public key.

4.3 Performance evaluation

We evaluate our two multisignature schemes from a point of view of computa-
tion amount, the signature size and the number of rounds, where the signature
size means that the �nal multisignature by I1; � � � ; Ii, and the number of rounds
means how many times the process to generate the signature runs among all
signers. There has not been proposed a multisignature with message exibility,
order exibility and order veri�ability. One primitive scheme with message ex-
ibility is a simple chain of signature: each signer makes a signature on his own
modi�cation and sends it together with the previous signer's signature. Appar-
ently it does not satisfy order veri�ability. We also compare our schemes with
the primitive scheme. For a simple discussion, we assume the following condi-
tions: 1. a primitive arithmetic of binary methods([5]) is used for computation
of exponentiation; 2. we denote the number of signers and the computation
time for one n-bit modular multiplication by i and M(n), respectively, where
M(n) = (m

n
)2M(m); 3. two primes p and q are set to 1024 and 160 bits respec-

tively, in DLP-based signature schemes; 4. two primes pj and qj are set to 512
bits, and rl is less than 10 bits in RSA-based signature schemes.

DLP based-multisignature schemes are mainly classi�ed into two types, one-
round scheme([11]) and two-round scheme in Section 2. Generally, the signature
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Computation amount #M(1024) Signature
Ii's signature signature size #rounds Features
generation veri�cation (bits)

Our scheme 243 483i 160(i+ 1) 1 MF, OF, OV

Primitive scheme 242 483i 320i 1 MF

Scheme([11]) 242 481 + 241i 160 + 1024i 1 |

Scheme([1]) 483 1778 2048 2 OV

MF: Message Flexibility, OF: Order Flexibility, OV: Order Veri�ability

Table 2. Performance of DLP-based multisignature schemes

Computation amount #M(1024) Signature
Ii's signature signature size #rounds Features
generation veri�cation (bits)

Our scheme 1536 9i 1024 + 10i 1 MF, OF, OV

Primitive scheme 1536 9i 1024i 1 MF

Table 3. Performance of RSA based signatures

veri�cation phase in two-round scheme is more simple than one-round scheme.
However the signature generation phase in two-round scheme, which runs twice
through all signers, is rather complicated. Here we compare our scheme with
the primitive scheme, one-round scheme([11]) and two-round scheme([1]) Table
2 shows performance of 4 schemes. From Table 2, we see that only the com-
putation amount for signature veri�cation increases, and the signature size is
even reduced, compared with the same one-round multisignature. Therefore our
protocol can realize three features with message exibility, order exibility, and
order veri�ability only with negligible additional computation amount in signa-
ture generation.

Here we compare our RSA-based multisignature scheme with the primitive
scheme. Table 3 shows performance of two schemes. From Table 3, we see that
our protocol can realize three features, message exibility, order exibility, and
order veri�ability, with neither additional computation amount nor signature
size.

5 Security consideration

In this section, we discuss the security relation between our DLP based multisig-
nature scheme and DLP. We assume that all signers except for an honest signer
In collude in attacks: attackers use all secret keys xj(j 6= n), random numbers
kj , public information like public keys, all messages m1, � � � , mn 2 Z and valid
partial signatures. By using these informations, attackers try to forge Ii's sig-
natures. For simplicity, we denote the sequence x1; x2; :::; xn by x[1;n] and the
sequence x1; x2; :::; xi�1; xi+1; :::; xn by x[1;n;i], where 1 � i � n. We also denote
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x1; x2; :::; xn 2 Zq by x[1;n] 2 Zq. In our security proof, we use the polynomial-

time truth-table(�fp

k�tt) reducibility of the function version([10]), which discusses

passive attacks. In �fp

k�tt only k non-adaptive queries to an oracle are allowed.

5.1 Functions

First we de�ne some functions.

De�nition 1. DLP(X; g; p; q) is the function that on input two primes p, q with

qj(p � 1), X; g 2 Z�

p outputs a 2 Zq such that X = ga (mod p) if such a 2 Zq

exists.

We de�ne the function Forge that forges In's valid signature (rn; sn) on m[1;n]

in order I[1;n] by using available public information, a signature on m[1;n�1] by
I[1;n�1] and available secret data like x[1;n�1] and k[1;n�1] for attackers I[1;n�1].

De�nition 2. Forge(yn; g; p; q;m[1;n]; ID[1;n]; x[1;n�1]; s[1;n�1]; rn�1; kn) is the

function that on input two primes p, q with qj(p � 1), yn; g 2 Z
�

p, s[1;n�1],

rn�1, x[1;n�1], kn 2 Z
�

q, m[1;n], IDn 2 Z, outputs (rn; sn) 2 Z
�

q � Z
�

q such that

tj = gs
�1

j y
rj �s

�1

j

j (mod p), Tj = tj �r
�1
j (mod q), and rj�1 = Tj �(h1(mj jjIDj))

�1

(mod q) for j = n; n � 1; :::; 3; 2 and that t1 = gs
�1

1 y
r1�s

�1

1

1 (mod p) and T1 =
t1 � r

�1
1 (mod q) if such (rn; sn) 2 Z

�

q �Z
�

q exists.

Next we de�ne the function Exclude that forges In's valid signature (s0n; kn) on
m[1;n;n�1] in order I[1;n;n�1] by using available public information, a signature
on m[1;n] by I[1;n] and available secret data x[1;n�1] and k[1;n�1] for attackers
I[1;n�1].

De�nition 3. Exclude(yn; g; p; q;m[1;n]; ID[1;n]; x[1;n�1]; s[1;n]; rn) is the func-

tion that on input two primes p, q with qjp� 1, g, yn 2 Z
�

p, m[1;n], ID[1;n] 2 Z,

x[1;n�1], rn, s[1;n] 2 Z
�

q, output (s
0

n; kn) 2 Z
�

q�Z
�

q such that Rn = gkn (mod p),
r0n = (h1(mnjjIDn)�rn�2)

�1Rn (mod q), and s0n = (xnr
0

n+1)k�1
n (mod q), for

j = n � 2; � � � ; 2: tj = gs
�1

j y
rj �s

�1

j

j (mod p), Tj = tj � r
�1
j (mod q), and rj�1 =

Tj � (h1(mj jjIDj))
�1 (mod q), and that t1 = gs

�1

1 y
r1�s

�1

1

1 (mod p), T1 = t1 � r
�1
1

(mod q) if such (s0n; kn) 2 Z
�

q �Z
�

q exists.

Next we de�ne the function SWAP that forges valid multisignature on m[1;n�2],
mn,mn�1 in order I[1;n�2], In, In�1 by using available public information, a valid
multisignature (rn; s[1;n]) onm[1;n] by I[1;n] and available secret data x[1;n�1] and
k[1;n�1] for attackers I[1;n�1]. From the assumption that I[1;n�1] are attackers, the
function SWAP that forges In's signature (rn; sn) on m[1;n�2], mn, mn�1 in order
I[1;n�2], In, In�1 for a valid signature (rn; s[1;n]) onm[1;n] by I[1;n] is just the same
as the function that computes Exclude and adds attacker In�1's signature on
m[1;n�2], mn, mn�1 in order I[1;n�2], In, In�1. Oppositely, the function Exclude

is just the same as the function that for a valid signature (rn; s[1;n]) on m[1;n] by
I[1;n], computes SWAP and outputs only In's multisignature (rn; sn). Therefore
the following theorem holds.
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Theorem 1. SWAP �fp
1�tt Exclude.

For the sake of the following proof, we de�ne the function SIGN that generates a
valid signature (rn; s[1;n]) on messages m[1;n] by signers I[1;n] by using all secret
data x[1;n] and k[1;n] of signers I[1;n]. This function means just the signature
generation function. Apparently it is easy to compute SIGN.

De�nition 4. SIGN(g; p; q; x[1;n]; k[1;n];m[1;n]; ID[1;n]) is the function that on

input two primes p, q with qj(p�1), g 2 Z�

p, x[1;n]; k[1;n] 2 Z
�

q, m[1;n]; ID[1;n] 2 Z,

output rn; s[1;n] 2 Z
�

q such that for j = n; :::; 3; 2, tj = gs
�1

j y
rj �s

�1

j

j (mod p),

Tj = tj � r
�1
j (mod q) and rj�1 = Tj � (h1(mj jjIDj))

�1 (mod q) and that t1 =

gs
�1

1 y
r1�s

�1

1

1 (mod p), T1 = t1 � r
�1
1 (mod q) if such rn; s[1;n] 2 Zq exists.

5.2 Reduction among functions

Here we show our results. First we set functions  i to give the i-th element,
 i(a[1;n]) = ai(i � n).

Theorem 2. Forge �fp
1�tt DLP

proof: First we show that Forge �fp
1�ttDLP. For inputs (yn, g, p, q, m[1;n], ID[1;n],

x[1;n�1], s[1;n�1], rn�1) of Forge, �x kn 2 Zq and set Rn = gkn (mod p), rn =

r�1
n�1 � h1(mnjjIDn)

�1 � Rn (mod p). Then
Forge(yn; g; p; q, m[1;n]; ID[1;n], x[1;n�1]; s[1;n�1], rn�1; kn)

=(rn, (DLP(yn; g; p; q)rn + 1)k�1
n (mod q)).

= (rn; sn).

Next we show that DLP �fp
1�tt Forge. For input (yn, g, p, q) of DLP, �x k[1;n] 2 Z

�

q,
m[1;n], ID[1;n] 2 Z, x[1;n�1] 2 Z

�

q, and set
(rn�1; s[1;n�1]) = SIGN(g; p; q; x[1;n�1]; k[1;n�1];m[1;n�1]; ID[1;n�1]),
which is computed in time polynomial from the de�nition. Then
DLP(yn; g; p; q)

= ( 2(Forge(yn; g; p; q,m[1;n]; ID[1;n], x[1;n�1]; s[1;n�1],rn�1; kn))�kn�1)r�1
n ,

where rn =  1(Forge(yn, g, p, q, m[1;n], ID[1;n], x[1;n�1], s[1;n�1], rn�1, kn)) and
yn = gxn .
Therefore we get DLP�fp

1�ttForge.

Theorem 3. Exclude �fp
1�tt DLP

proof: First we show that Exclude �fp
1�ttDLP. For inputs (yn, g, p, q, m[1;n],

ID[1;n], x[1;n�1], s[1;n], rn) of Exclude, �x kn 2 Zq, and set Rn = gkn (mod p),

and r0n = r�1
n�2 � h1(mnjjIDn)

�1 �Rn (mod p). Then
Exclude(yn; g; p; q, m[1;n]; ID[1;n], x[1;n�1]; s[1;n],rn; kn)

= ((DLP(yn; g; p; q)r
0

n + 1)k�1
n (mod q); kn)

Next we show that DLP �fp
1�tt Exclude. For inputs (yn, g, p, q) of DLP, �x

k[1;n�1] 2 Z
�

q, m[1;n], ID[1;n] 2 Z, x[1;n�1] 2 Z
�

q, and set
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(rn�2; s[1;n�2]) = SIGN(g; p; q; x[1;n�2]; k[1;n�2];m[1;n�2]; ID[1;n�2]),
which is computed in time polynomial from the de�nition. Then

DLP(yn; g; p; q) = (s0n � kn � 1) � r0
�1
n , where

s0n =  1(Exclude(yn; g; p; q, m[1;n]; ID[1;n], x[1;n�1]; s[1;n],rn)),
kn =  2(Exclude(yn; g; p; q, m[1;n]; ID[1;n], x[1;n�1]; s[1;n],rn)),

Rn = gkn (mod p), and r0n = (rn�2 � h1(mnjjIDn))
�1 � Rn (mod q).

Then we get DLP�fp
1�ttExclude.

6 Further discussion

We discuss how to add the following feature to our multisignature scheme.

Robustness: If the signature veri�cation fails, then prevent such an unauthen-
tic message from damaging a receiver.

We realize robustness by combining our multisignature with an encryption func-
tion. So we call it multisigncrypt. Multisigncrypt nd has a feature that a message
cannot be recovered if the signature veri�cation fails, in addition to message ex-
ibility, order exibility, and order veri�ability. Therefore a multisigncrypt can
prevent computer virus mixed into a message from damaging a receiver since
unauthentic message can not be recovered.

6.1 Multisigncrypt scheme

For simplicity, we present the multisigncrypt scheme by using our basic multisig-
nature scheme.
Initialization: A center publishes two hash functions h1 and h2, and an en-
cryption and the decryption function, E(Ki;mi) and D(Ki; Ci), in addition to
initialization in basic multisignature scheme, where h2 is used for computing a
session key Ki for E and D, and Ci is a cipher text.
Signature generation:

Sign

h1

,

Sgn
skj

Sgnj-1

m ID

r

j j C j

, rsj jj-1

j

rj-1 ,h  (m   || ID  )j j1

h2

E

Kj

Fig. 3. Ij 's signature generation

1. The �rst signer I1 computes

sgn1 = sign(sk1; h1(m1jjID1)) = (r1; s1);
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where sgn1 is divided into two parts of r1 and s1 in the same way as Section 3,
generates a session key K1,

K1 = h2(h1(m1jjID1));

and encrypts m1jjID1 by an encryption function E,

C1 = E(K1;m1jjID1);

and sends (ID1, s1, r1, C1) to the next signer I2.
2. A signer Ij veri�es the signature from Ij�1, m1; � � � ;mj�1 according to the

veri�cation step in the next page, and modi�esM1;��� ;j�1 = Patch(m1; � � � ;mj�1)
toM1;��� ;j . Then Ij generates a signature on the di�erencemj = Diff(M1;��� ;j�1;M1;��� ;j�1;j):
compute

sgnj = Sign(skj ; rj�1 
 h1(mj jjIDj)) = (rj ; sj);

Kj = h2(rj�1 
 h1(mj jjIDj));

and encrypts mj jjIDj by using the session key Kj ,

Cj = E(Kj ;mj jjIDj):

3. A multisignature on M1;2;:::;i = Patch(m1;m2; ::;mi) by I1, � � � , Ii is given
by (ID1; s1; C1), (ID2; s2; C2), � � � , (IDi; si; ri; Ci).

To I j-1

h1

r

,m IDj j

rj-1j
rj-1 ,h  (m   || ID  )j j1

I   signaturej

sj

Rec

pkj

Cj

h2

D

Kj

Fig. 4. Ij 's signature veri�cation step

Signature veri�cation:

1. The veri�er receives (ID1, s1, C1), � � � , (IDi�1, si�1, ri�1, Ci�1), (IDi, si,
ri, Ci) from the signer Ii.

2. For j = i; :::; 3; 2: compute

Tj = Rec(pkj ; (sj ; rj)); andKj = h2(Tj);

and decrypts mj and IDj by

m0

j jjID
0

j = D(Kj ; Cj):
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If ID0

j =
? IDj holds, then accept the signature and recover rj�1,

rj�1 = Tj � h1(m
0

j jjID
0

j):

Set j = j � 1 and repeat step 2.
3. Compute

T1 = Rec(pk1; (s1; r1))andK1 = h2(T1);

and decrypt m1 and ID1 by

m0

1jjID
0

1 = D(K1; C1):

If h1(m
0

1jjID
0

1) =
? T1 holds, then accept the signature and �nally patch all

messages,

M1;��� ;i = Patch(m1; � � � ;mi):

In both cases of DLP- and RSA-based multisignature schemes, we can also add
the feature of Robustness in the same way as the above.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a new multisignature scheme suitable for circu-
lating messages through Internet. Our multisignature scheme realizes the three
features, Message exibility, Order exibility and Order veri�ability, maintaining
both signature size and computation amount in signature generation/veri�cation
low: only the computation amount for the signature veri�cation increases, and
the signature size is even reduced compared with one round previous multisig-
nature scheme. We have also proposed the multisigncrypt scheme, which realizes
Robustness in addition to Message exibility, Order exibility and Order ver-
i�ability. Furthermore, we have proved the following equivalences between our
DLP-based multisignature and DLP in some typical attacks by using the re-
ducibility of functions.

1. FORGE�fp
tt DLP

2. SWAP�fp
tt DLP

3. EXCLUDE�fp
tt DLP
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